Abstract. This paper reconsiders the deployment of synchronous optical networks (SONET), an optimization problem naturally expressed in terms of set variables. Earlier approaches, using either MIP or CP technologies, focused on symmetry breaking, including the use of SBDS, and the design of effective branching strategies. This paper advocates an orthogonal approach and argues that the thrashing behavior experienced in earlier attempts is primarily due to a lack of pruning. It studies how to improve domain filtering by taking a more global view of the application and imposing redundant global constraints. The technical results include novel hardness results, propagation algorithms for global constraints, and inference rules. The paper also evaluates the contributions experimentally by presenting a novel model with static symmetricbreaking constraints and a static variable ordering which is many orders of magnitude faster than existing approaches.
Introduction
This paper reconsiders the deployment of synchronous optical networks (SONET), an optimization problem originally studied in the operation research community [1] . The SONET problem is defined in terms of a set of clients and a set of communication demands between pairs of clients who communicate through optical rings. The task is to allocate clients on (possibly multiple) rings, satisfying the bandwidth constraints on the rings and minimizing the equipment cost. This problem has been tackled previously using mixed integer programming (MIP) [1] and constraint programming (CP) [2, 3] . Much attention was devoted to variable branching heuristics and breaking ring symmetries (since all rings are identical). It was shown that sophisticated symmetry-breaking techniques dramatically reduce the computational times, both for MIP and CP formulations. The difficulty of finding good branching heuristics, which do not clash with symmetry breaking, was also mentioned. This paper takes another look at the problem and studies the possibility that the thrashing behavior experienced in earlier attempts is primarily due to lack of pruning. The key observation is that existing models mainly consist of binary constraints and lack a global perspective. Instead of focusing on symmetry breaking and branching heuristics, we study how to strengthen constraint propagation by adding redundant global set-constraints. We propose two classes of redundant constraints and we investigate the complexity of these set constraints and the design of filtering algorithms. Like many other global constraints for set variables [4, 5] , complete filtering algorithms are often intractable but we propose inference rules that can reduce the search space effectively. The considered set constraints, their complexity results, and some of the open questions, are summarized in Table 1 . The technical results were evaluated experimentally on the standard SONET benchmarks. They indicate that the enhanced model, with static symmetry-breaking constraints and a static variable ordering, is many orders of magnitude faster than existing approaches. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a formal description of the SONET problem and its CP model. Section 3 recalls basic definitions about set domains and fixes the notation used in the paper. Sections 4-8 constitute the core of the paper and study the various constraints used in the model. Section 9 presents the experimental results and Section 10 concludes the paper.
The SONET Problem
Problem Description The SONET problem [1] is a network topology design problem for optical fiber network, the goal is to find a topology that minimizes the cost such that all clients' traffic demands are met. An input instance is a weighted undirected demand graph G = N, E; d , where each node u ∈ N represents a client and weighted edges (u, v) ∈ E correspond to traffic demands of a pair of clients. Demand d(u, v) is always integral. Two clients can communicate only if both of them are installed on the same ring, which requires an expensive equipment called an add-drop multiplexer (ADM). A demand can be split into multiple rings. The input also specifies the maximum number of rings r, the maximum number of ADMs allowed on the same ring a, and the bandwidth capacity of each ring c. A solution of the SONET problem is an assignment of rings to nodes and of capacity to demands such that 1) all demands of each client pairs are satisfied; 2) the ring traffic does not exceed the bandwidth capacity; 3) at most r rings are used; 4) at most a ADMs on each ring; and 5) the total number of ADMs used is minimized.
The Basic CP Model The core CP model [6, 2] include three types of variables: Set variable X i represents the set of nodes assigned to ring i, set variable Y u represents the set of rings assigned to node u, and integer variable Z i,e represents the amount of bandwidth assigned to demand pair e on ring i. The model is
(1) ensures nodes of every demand pair lie on at least one common ring. (2) ensures that there is a flow for a demand pair on a particular ring i only if both client are on that ring. (3) guarantees that every demand is satisfied. (4) channels between the first two types of variables. (5) makes sure that there are at most a ADMs on each ring. (6) makes sure that the total traffic flow on each ring does not exceed the bandwidth capacity. (7) is a symmetry-breaking constraint that removes symmetric solutions caused by interchangeability of rings.
Extended Model Smith [2] [Section 5] proposed a few implied constraints to detect infeasible assignments early in the search. For space reasons, we only show some of them which will be generalized by our redundant global constraints:
In those constraints, δ u denotes the neighbors of node u.
Our Extended Model We propose two constraints to boost propagation:
subsetOf U nion (12) generalizes (8) , it forces a node not to lie on rings with no contribution. subsetOf OpenU nion (13) generalizes (9), (10) , and (11) and ensures that the rings of a node accommodate all its neighbors.
Our algorithms consider both the traditional subset-bound domain and subsetbound with cardinality domain.
Definition 1.
A subset-bound domain (sb-domain) sb R, P consists of a required set R and a possible set P , and represents the set of sets
Definition 2. A subset-bound + cardinality domain (sbc-domain) sbc R, P,č,ĉ consists of a required set R and a possible set P , a minimum and maximum cardinalitiesč andĉ, and represents the set of sets
We now give the definition of bound consistency for these set domains.
Definition 3 (sbc-bound consistency). A set constraint C(X 1 , ..., X m ) (X i are set variables using the sbc-domain) is said to be sbc-bound consistent if and only if ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m,
The definition is similar for the subset-bound domain but it omits the cardinality rules. In the following, we use bc θ C to denote a bound consistency propagator (or complete filtering algorithm) for constraint C on a θ-domain. We call free elements the elements in the possible set that are not in required set and empty spots the maximum number of free elements that the set can include.
Example 1. Consider domain sbc {1, 2}, {1, .., 6}, 3, 5 . {3, 4, 5, 6} are free elements, and the domain has 3 empty spots since it can take at most 5 elements while 2 of them are already fixed by required set.
Non-Empty Intersection Constraint
Reference [2] does not specify how the constraint propagator for the non-empty intersection constraint(|X ∩ Y | ≥ 1) is implemented. This section presents a sound and complete propagator for the sbc-domain. First note that the sbcdomain gives stronger propagation than the sb-domain.
Theorem 1. Enforcing bound consistency on the conjunction of constraints
is strictly stronger for the sbc-domain than for the sb-domain.
For the sbc-domain, after enforcing bound consistency on each constraint, X ∈ sbc {1}, {1, .., 4}, 2, 2 and Y ∈ sbc {6}, {3, .., 6}, 2, 2 . X and Y can each take two elements, one of which is fixed, and elements 2 in X and 5 in Y are removed. All 3 constraints are bound-consistent for the sb-domain.
Algorithm 1 presents the filtering algorithm for the sbc-domain which relies on insights from the length-lex domain [7] and the atmost algorithm studied in [8] .
For simplicity, it assumes the cardinality of both input variables are bounded, but it can easily be generalized to unbounded case. It divides all elements in the universe into 9 different regions, according to how they belong in the domains.
The algorithm mostly performs a case analysis of the number of empty spots in both domains. It essentially detects if the overlap region is too small (that contains only one element), in which case that element is inserted into the required set of both variables. On the other hand, if there are too few empty spots left and the variables have no fixed overlapping element, the variables cannot include elements not in the overlapping area.
There is a solution since P X P Y = {4} and P X R Y = {3} are both non-empty (lines 6-9). The only empty spot of X has to be used to accommodate the common element since the required element {1} is not in the common region. As a consequence, it must require either 3 or 4 and element 2 which is not in the common region can be removed (lines 11-13).
Example 3. Let X = {1, 2} and Y ∈ sbc {3}, {2, 3, 4}, 2, 2 . There is a solution since the overlapping is non-empty. Since there are only one choice in the common region, Y sbc must take element 2 (lines 8-9).
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 is sound and complete, and takes O(n) time.
The correctness proof is based on a case analysis with four different cases and is omitted for space reasons.
All Non-Empty Intersection Constraint
In SONET, a node u must share rings with all its neighbors. It naturally raises a question whether or not there exists a global constraint achieving more pruning. We define a new global constraint
which allows us to rewrite (1) into
Require: X sbc , Y sbc are both bound consistent 1:
insert e into X sbc , Y sbc (where {e} = PX ∪ PY ) 10: else 11:
exclude PX EY from X sbc 14:
exclude EX PY from Y sbc 16: return true
Our constraint is a special case of it which can be transformed to the general case by amending a dummy element to the possible set of each Y i .
Unfortunately, the result does not hold for the sbc-domain.
, 4}, 1, 1 , and Y 3 ∈ sbc ∅, {5, 6}, 1, 1 . It is bound consistency on each constraint in the decomposition. However, there is no solution since X can only takes two elements and the possible sets of Y 1 , Y 2 and Y 3 are disjoint.
Proof. Reduction from 3-SAT. Instance: Set of n literals and m clauses over the literals such that each clause contains exactly 3 literals. Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for all clauses?
We construct a set-CSP with three types of variables. The first type corresponds to literals: for each literal, we construct a set variable X i with domain sbc ∅, {i, ¬i}, 1, 1 , values in the possible set corresponds to true and false. The second type corresponds to clauses: for every clause j (x p ∨ ¬x q ∨ x r ), we introduce one set variable Y j with domain sbc ∅, {p, −q, r}, 1, 3 . The third type contains just one set variable Z correspond to the assignment, its domain is sbc ∅, {1, −1, .., n, −n}, n, n . The constraint is in the form,
Set variables X i guarantees that Z is valid assignment (i.e., for every i, it can only pick either i or −i, but not both). Y j and Z overlap if and only if at least one of the literals is satisfied. The constraint has a solution if and only if the 3-SAT instance is satisfiable. Therefore, enforcing bound consistency is NP-hard.
Subset of Union
This section considers constraint (12) which is an instance of
Constraint (12) is justified by the following reasoning for a node u and a ring i it belongs to: If i is not used by any of u's neighbors, u does not need to use i. As a result, the rings of node u must be a subset of the rings of its neighbors. We first propose two simple inference rules to perform deductions on this constraint.
Rule 1 (SubsetOfUnion : Element Not in Union)
.
Rule 2 (SubsetOfUnion : Element Must Be in Union).
Two above rules are sufficient to enforce bound consistency on the sb-domain but not on the sbc-domain. It is an open issue to determine if bound consistency can be enforced in polynomial time on the sbc-domain.
Theorem 6. bc sb subsetOf U nion(X, {Y 1 , .., Y m }) is equivalent to enforcing rule 1 and rule 2 until they reach the fix-point.
Proof. Consider an element e ∈ P X . It has a support or otherwise it would be removed by rule 1. It does not belong to all solutions since, given any feasible assignment to the constraint that contains e, removing e from X still leaves us with a feasible solution. Hence e does not belong to the required set. An element e ∈ P Yi always has a support since adding e to any feasible assignment would not make it invalid. An element e ∈ P Yi belongs to all solutions if it must be in the union and Y i is the only variable that contains e (rule 2). Theorem 7. bc sbc subsetOf U nion(X, {Y 1 , .., Y m }) is strictly stronger than enforcing rule 1 and rule 2 until they reach the fix-point.
Proof. Consider the domains X ∈ sbc ∅, {1, .., 6}, 0, 2 , Y 1 ∈ sbc ∅, {1, 2}, 1, 1 , Y 2 ∈ sbc ∅, {3, 4}, 1, 1 and Y 3 ∈ sbc ∅, {1, .., 5}, 2, 2 . Applying the domain reduction rules, the domain of X becomes sbc ∅, {1, .., 5}, 2, 2 . 5 ∈ P Y3 has no solution since X has only two empty spots, one for {1, 2} and the other for {3, 4} as Y 1 and Y 2 are disjoint. The constraint is thus not bound consistent.
Subset Of Open Union
The SONET model contains a dual set of variables. Variable Y u represents the set of rings node u lies on and ring variable X i represents the set of nodes that ring i contains. Variable Y u indirectly specifies the set of nodes that u can communicate with. Such set should be a superset of δ u . We propose a global constraint that enforce this relation:
which is used in constraint (13) of the model. subsetOf OpenU nion is sometimes called an open constraint [9] , since the scope of the constraint is defined by Y . Complete filtering is polynomial for the sbdomain but intractable for the sbc-domain.
Rule 3 (SubsetOfOpenUnion : Failure).
Theorem 8. bc sb subsetOf OpenU nion(s, Y, {X 1 , .., X m }) is equivalent to enforcing rule 3 and rule 4 until they reach a fix-point.
Proof. There is no feasible assignment if the union of all possible X i is not a superset of s (rule 3). Suppose there is a feasible solution. Consider an element e ∈ P Y or e ∈ P Xi : It must have a support since any feasible assignment would remain feasible after adding e to it. An element e ∈ P Xi which is also in s belongs to all solutions if it belongs to exactly one variable X i . In such case, we include e in X i and i in Y since X i must be in the scope (rule 4). Proof. Reduction from Dominating Set. The problem of dominating set is defined as follows. Input instance: A graph G = V, E and an integer k ≤ |V |. Question: Does there exist a subset V of V such that |V | ≤ k and every node in V \ V is a neighbor of some nodes in V ?
Given an instance with a graph G and a constant k, we construct an instance of CSP that s = V , Y ∈ ∅, V, 0, k and, for every i ∈ V , X i = δ G i ∪ {i} (where δ G i denotes the neighborhood of node i in graph G). Intuitively, Y corresponds to a dominating set with size at most k, X i is a vertex that can "dominate" at most all elements in its domain (which is also the neighbors in the originally graph). The constraint is consistent if and only if there exists a dominating set of size not more than k.
⇒ Given a dominating set V in the original graph G, the constraint is consistent since we can construct a solution by setting Y = V , every element in Y actually corresponds to a node in the dominating set. Since every node in V \ V is the neighbor or at least on node in V , every element in δ u also belongs to the domain of some
⇐ Given a consistent assignment of Y and X i for all i ∈ Y , all elements in δ u are covered by some X i and hence Y is the dominating set.
Since the constraint is intractable, we present a number of inference rules particularly useful in practice. The first inference rule reasons about the cardinality of Y . The union of X i must be a superset of s. Since Y determines the number of X i in the union, we can get an upper bound on the union cardinality by reasoning on the maximal cardinalities of the X i . If the upper bound is less than |s|, there is no solution. Otherwise, we obtain a lower bound of cardinality of Y .
Example 5. Suppose X 1 = X 2 = X 3 ∈ sbc ∅, {1, .., 8}, 0, 3 , Y ∈ sbc ∅, {1, 2, 3}, 2, 3 and s = {1, .., 8}. Each of X i has 3 empty spots. We need at least 8/3 = 3 X i to accommodate every element in s. It implies |Y | > 2. Proof. Any feasible assignment to the constraint satisfies i∈y (x i ∩ s) ⊇ s. Consider the set x i ∩ s. x i is in d(X i ) = sbc R Xi , P Xi ,č Xi ,ĉ Xi . We divide it into two parts: First, the elements in R Xi ∩ s are fixed. Second, x i can choosê c Xi − |R Xi | elements freely from the set P Xi \ R Xi . The cardinality of the set x i ∩ s is the sum of two parts and can be bounded from above
Therefore we obtain the following inequality,
Cardinalities of y that do not meet this condition belong to no solution.
A similar reasoning on the cardinalities of Y can remove elements of Y that corresponds to small X i .
Example 6. Suppose X 1 = X 2 ∈ sbc ∅, {1, .., 6}, 0, 3 , X 3 ∈ sbc ∅, {1, .., 6}, 0, 2 , Y ∈ sbc ∅, {1, 2, 3}, 2, 2 and s = {1, .., 6}. We need to choose two sets among X 1 , X 2 and X 3 . If X 3 is chosen, it provides 2 empty spots and we need 4 more spots. However, neither X 1 nor X 2 is big enough to provide 4 empty spots. It implies that Y cannot take X 3 .
Rule 6 (SubsetOfOpenUnion : Pruning Elements of Y )
Theorem 11. Rule 6 is sound.
Proof. Expression (25) gives a upper bound of empty spots that X i can provide. If all possible values of Y containing element i do not provide enough empty spots to accommodate all elements in s, X i is too small and i / ∈ Y .
Combination of subsetOf OpenU nion and channeling
This section explores the combination of the subsetOf OpenU nion and channeling constraints. Indeed, in the SONET model, the X i and Y u are primal and dual variables channeled using the constraint: i ∈ Y u ⇔ u ∈ X i . In other words, when Y u takes element i, one spot in X i is used to accommodate u. Exploiting this information enables us to derive stronger inference rules. The first inference rule assumes that Y is bound and reduces the open constraints to a global cardinality constraint. It generalizes the last two constraints (10) and (11) Definition 4 (Global lower-bounded cardinality constraint). We define a specialized global cardinality constraint, where only the lower bound is specified.
Example 7. Suppose node 1 has 3 neighbors, Y 1 = {1, 2}. X 1 and X 2 must contain {1} and each element in {2,3,4} has to be taken at least once. It is equivalent to GCC lb ({X 1 , X 2 }, [2, 1, 1, 1]). By a simple counting argument, there is no solution.
Rule 7 (SubsetOfOpenUnion and Channeling : Global Cardinality).
where l u = |Y u |, l i = 1 if i ∈ s and otherwise l i = 0 Theorem 12. Rule 7 is sound.
Proof. When Y u is bounded, the scope for the union is fixed. The union constraint requires that the union of set has to be a superset of s and hence each element of s has to be taken at least once. The channeling constraint requires each variable X i contains element u and, as Y u defines the scope, element u has to be taken exactly |Y u | times. It reduces to a GCC lb .
Moreover, it is possible to strengthen the earlier cardinality-based inference rules to include the channeling information. We omit the proofs which are essentially similar to the earlier ones.
Rule 8 (SubsetOfOpenUnion and Channeling : Lower Bound of |Y |).
Rule 9 (SubsetOfOpenUnion and Channeling : Pruning Y ).
Experimental Evaluation
We now describe the experimental evaluation of our approach. We start by describing earlier results on MIP and CP models. We then present our search procedure and presents the computational results. We then describe the impact of various factors, including the branching heuristics, symmetry-breaking constraints, and the proposed global constraints.
The MIP Formulation The problem was first solved using an MIP formulation [1] . The input was preprocessed before the search and some variables were preassigned. Valid inequalities were added during the search in order to tighten the model representation. Several variable-ordering heuristics, mainly based on the neighborhood and demand of nodes, were devised and tested. Several symmetrybreaking constraints were evaluated too, Table 1 in [10] indicates minuscule differences in performance among different symmetry-breaking constraints. [2] introduced a four-stage search procedure in her CP program: First decide the objective value, then decide how many rings each node lies on (label the cardinality of Y u ), then decide which rings each node lies on (label the element of Y u ), and finally decide how much bandwidth assigned to demand pairs on each ring. A few variable-branching heuristics were examined with a dynamic ordering giving the best results. Symmetry-breaking techniques were also investigated. To avoid clashing with variable ordering, SBDS (symmetry breaking during search) was used. SBDS was very effective on the SONET problems, although it generated a huge number of no-good constraints, inducing a significant overhead to the system. Recall also that Smith's model included a few simple redundant constraints reasoning on the cardinality of node variables (Y u ). Please refer to Section 5 in [2] for a detailed discussion.
CP Formulations Smith
Another CP model was proposed in [3] and it broke symmetries by adding a lexicographic bound to set variable domain. With the additional lexicographic component, the solver obtained a tighter approximation of the set-variable domain. The lexicographical information was used not only for breaking symmetries, but also for cardinality reasoning. This method provided a much simpler mechanism to remove symmetries. However, as mentioned by the authors, different components of the set domain (the membership component, the cardinality restriction, and the lexicographical bound) did not interact effectively.
Our Search Procedure Our CP algorithm Boosting implements all the constraints presented in this paper and uses a static four-stage search inspired by Smith's heuristics [2] . The algorithm first branches on the objective value, starting from the minimum value and increasing the value by one at a time from the infeasible region. The first feasible solution is thus optimal. Then it decides the cardinality of Y u . Third, it decides the value of Y u . Last, the algorithm decides the flow assigned to each pair of nodes on a ring. Proposition 2 in [1] shows that there is an integral solution as long as all the demands are integral and the algorithm only needs to branch on integers. In each stage, variables are labeled in the order given by the instance.
Benchmarks and Implementations
The benchmarks include all the large capacitated instances from [1] . Small and medium instances take negligible time and are omitted. Our algorithm was evaluated on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz laptop with 4Gb of memory. The MIP model [1] used CPLEX on a Sun Ultra 10 Workstation. Smith's algorithm [2] used ILOG Solver on one 1.7GHz processor. Hybrid [3] was run using the Eclipse constraint solver on a Pentium 4 2GHz processor, with a timeout of 3000 seconds. Table 2 reports the CPU time and number of backtracks (bt) required for each approach to prove the optimality of each instance. Our Boosting algorithm is, on average, more than 3700 times faster than the MIP and Hybrid approaches and visits several orders on magnitude less nodes than them. Boosting is more than 16 times faster than the SBDS approach when the machines are scaled and produces significantly higher speedups on the most difficult instances (e.g., instance 9). The SBDS method performs fewer backtracks in 6 out of 15 instances, because it eliminates symmetric subtrees earlier than our static symmetry-breaking constraint. However, even when the CPU speed is scaled, none of 15 instances are solved by SBDS faster than Boosting. This is explained by the huge number of symmetry-breaking constraints added during search. The empirical results confirm the strength of the light-weight and effective propagation algorithms proposed in this paper. While earlier attempts focused on branching heuristics and sophisticated symmetry-breaking techniques, the results demonstrate that effective filtering algorithms are key to obtaining strong performance on this problem. The remaining experimental results give empirical evidence justifying this observation.
Comparison of the Approaches
The Impact of Branching Heuristics We now study the impact of the branching heuristics and evaluate various variable orderings for the static labeling procedure of Boosting. Various variable orderings were studied in [1, 2] . Most of them are based on the node demands and degrees. Our experiments considered four different heuristics: minimum-degree-first, maximum-degree-first, minimum-demand-first, and maximum-demand-first. To avoid a clash between the variable heuristics and the symmetry-breaking constraint, the lexicographic constraint uses the same static order as the branching heuristic. Table 3 (Left) reports the average number of backtracks and time to solve all 15 instances, where row Given is the node ordering from the instance data. The results show that, with the exception of the max-demand heuristic, all variable orderings produce very similar number of backtracks and runtime performance. Moreover, the max-demand heuristic is still orders of magnitude faster than earlier attempts. This indicates that the variable ordering is not particularly significant when stronger filtering algorithms are available.
The Impact of Symmetry-Breaking Constraints We compare different symmetrybreaking constraints. In particular, we compare breaking symmetries using the 01-lex and the length-lex ordering [11] . The length-lex ordering first ranks set by cardinalities, while the 01-lex orders sets based on their characteristic vectors. Table 3 (Right) reports the results of the Boosting algorithm with both types of symmetry-breaking constraints. The difference is still negligible when compared with the benefits of global constraints, although the 01-lexicographic order seems more effective on these benchmarks in average.
The Impact of Redundant Constraints. We conclude the experimental section by analyzing the impact of each redundant constraint. Our study simply enumerated and evaluated all combinations. The results are presented in Table 4 , where indicates that the corresponding constraint was used in the model. For cases where the sbc-domain complete propagator nonEmptyIntersection is absent, a sb-domain implementation is used instead. The table reports the average number of backtracks and the CPU time. Using all three redundant constraints (first row) gives the best results both in the number of backtracks and in CPU time. The model in which subsetOf U nion constraint is absent (third row) achieves the same solving time as the complete model, with some more backtrackings. It suggests that constraint subsetOf U nion brings the least contribution to the efficiency. Removing subsetOf OpenU nion dampens the search the most, doubling the number of backtracks. Thrashing is caused when both binary intersection constraints and subsetOf OpenU nion are removed (sixth row), the resulting algorithm being almost 10 times slower and visiting 11 times more nodes than the complete model. The worst performance is the last row, which essentially corresponds to Smith's model with a static symmetry-breaking constraint and a static labeling heuristic. Overall, these results suggest that, on the SONET application, the performance of the algorithm is strongly correlated to the strength of constraint propagation. The variable heuristics and the symmetry-breaking technique have marginal impact on the performance.
Conclusion
This paper reconsiders the SONET problem. While earlier attempts focused on symmetry breaking and the design of effective search strategies, this paper took Table 4 . The Impact of Redundant Constraints an orthogonal view and aimed at boosting constraint propagation by studying a variety of global constraints arising in the SONET application. From a modeling standpoint, the main contribution was to isolate two classes of redundant constraints that provide a global view to the solver. From a technical standpoint, the scientific contributions included novel hardness proofs, propagation algorithms, and filtering rules. The technical contributions were also evaluated on a simple and static model that performs a few orders of magnitude faster than earlier attempts. Experimental results also demonstrated the minor impact of variable orderings and symmetry-breaking techniques, once advanced constraint propagation is used. More generally, these results indicate the significant benefits of constraint programming for this application and the value of developing effective constraint propagation over sets.
